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1. 

3,102,311 
UNTARY BUNDELING STRAPS 

Harold B. Martin, Roselle, Howard B. Gibson, Glen 
Ridge, and Francis A. O'Loughlin, Scotch. Plains, 
N.J., assignors to The Thomas & Betts Co., Elizabeth, 
N.J., a corporation of New Jersey 

Fied Mar. 20, 1961, Ser. No. 96,735 
3 Claims. (C. 24-16) 

The invention relates to bundling or tie-straps and 
more particularly to a unitary, flexible plastic tie-strap 
adapted to be looped upon itself in adjusted self-locking 
relation. 
More specifically, the invention relates to a reversible, 

flexible tie-strap of molded plastic, such as nylon for 
example, which is adapted to be looped about linear ar. 
ticles, arranged in bunched parallelism, with its tail end 
passed through its head end and drawn taut thereon 
manually in small increments of adjustment into Self 
locking relation. 

Bundling, wire lacing and tie-straps of this character, 
as known heretofore, possessed certain disadvantages in 
that they were not of the unitary type, were not capable 
of small increments of adjustment, had to be locked upon 
themselves either by means of an auxiliary part held 
captive thereon such as a wedge block, ratchet buckle 
or the like and which had to be drawn taut, and its Sur 
plus end portion subsequently twisted or otherwise Se 
cured and severed with a special hand tool or the like. 

Accordingly, it is an object of the invention to provide 
an improved bundling or tie-strap which is not subject 
to the above noted disadvantages. - 
Another object of the invention is to provide a reversi 

ble bundling or tie-strap which is of extremely simple uni 
tary construction, highly efficient for the purposes in 
tended, and which is readily manipulated and looped 
around a group of articles in mechanically locked rela 
tion without the use of special tools, hooks or the like. 
A further object of the invention is to provide an im 

proved bundling or tie-strap in the form of a wholly 
integral flexible plastic member including coactable 
means whereby the tail-end of the strap may be looped 
through its head-end in mechanical, self-locking relation 
by simply pulling the strap taut about a group of articles. 
Another object of the invention is to provide an im 

proved, unitary bundling or tie-strap wherein integral co 
actable means adapted for locking the opposite end por 
tions of the strap in looped relation, do not come into 
intimate contact with articles about which it may be 
looped and thus obviates abrading the same. 
A further subject of the invention is to provide an 

improved unitary bundling or tie-strap wherein either 
face of the body portion of the strap may be brought 
into facing relation with a bundle of articles in the per 
manent locking thereof about the same in looped relation. 
With the above and other objects in view, the inven 

tion resides in the novel construction, combination, and 
arrangement of parts, the novel features of which are 
set forth with particularity in the appended claims, the 
invention itself, however, both as to its organization and 
method of operation, together with additional objects 
and advantages thereof, being best understood from the 
following description of a specific embodiment thereof, 
when taken in connection with the accompanying draw 
ing, in which: 

FIG. 1 is an elevational partly in section illustrating 
the improved bundling strap as looped around a bundle 
of insulated wire conductors and the successive stages in 
which the integral locking means coact, during the draw 
ing of the strap taut thereon, to secure the strap ends 
against reverse movement; - 
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FIG. 2 is a side view of the improved bundling strap 

per se, in elevation; 
F.G. 3 is a top view of the same; 
FIG. 4 is an enlarged fragmentary elevational view 

of the head-end portion of the improved bundling strap; 
FIG. 5 is a longitudinal sectional view taken on the 

line 5-5 of FIG. 4; and 
FIG. 6 is a transverse sectional view taken on the line 

6-6 of FIG. 4. - 
Referring to the drawing, the improved bundling or 

tiestrap, generally indicated at 10, comprises a tail-end 
portion 12, a head-end portion 14, and a body portion 
16. As best shown in FIGS. 1, 3 and 5, the tail-end por 
tion 12, is of reduced uniform thickness, and tapered 
transversely into a narrow, rounded end, as at 18, the 
tail-end portion being provided in its top and bottom 
face with a plurality of aligned, equally spaced annular 
depressions or cavities 20, whereby to provide a non-slip 
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finger grip surface thereon. 
The body portion 6, of the strap 10, is of substantially 

I beam configuration in cross-section, as best shown in 
FIG. 6, with its opposite faces provided with a row of 
saw teeth 24, extending from the tail-end portion 12 of 
the strap 10, to the head-end portion 14 thereof, as in 
FIG. 3, the respective rows of saw-teeth 24, being off-set 
from each other lengthwise of the strap 10 to stagger 
the same as clearly shown in FIG. 5. 
As best shown in FIG. 6, the side margins of the body 

portion 6, of the strap 10, have a width dimension 
greater than the height of the respective rows of saw 
teeth 24, and a thickness such as to form a substantial 
wall 26, along the opposite ends of the saw-teeth 24, 
whereby the crown edges thereof are protected against 
damage or wear, as in the handling thereof, and whereby 
the crown edges and respective ends of the saw-teeth 24, 
are maintained out of contact or engagement with the 
surface of articles, about which the strap 0, may be se 
cured, including other elements or apparatus adjacent 
thereto, to obviate abrasion or other injury to the sur 
face of said articles and/or adjacent elements. Inas 
much as the strap is reversible, in accordance with the 
invention, the above is true regardless of which face of 
the strap 10, is innermost when looped upon itself about 
said articles. Moreover, the top and bottom marginal 
edges of the aforesaid walls 26 are substantially rounded, 
as at 28, to obviate sharp corners or edges thereon. 

Referring to FIGS. 4 and 5, the head-end portion 14, 
of the strap 10, is of enlarged, rectangular formation with 
its opposite faces tapering into merging relation with the . 
body portion of the strap 10, and having a rectangular 
opening 30 therethrough wherein the toothed body por 
tion 16 terminates in a blank portion 32, presenting a flat 
rectangular top face 34, and parallel angular margins de 
fining oppositely disposed rigid teeth. 36, of double wedge 
like configuration within the opening 30, for a purpose 
presently to be described. - w 
The surface defining the opening 30 in the head-end 

portion 14, of the strap E0, is also provided with a sub 
stantially tapered, flexible pawl-like tooth 38, integral with 
said surface and extending into the opening 30, centrally 
thereof and in diametrically opposite relation with the 
center of the rectangular top face 34, of the blank portion 
32, of the strap body portion 16, a clearance space be 
tween the said top face 34, and the free end of the flexible 
tooth 38, being Such as to permit passage of the uniform 
ly reduced tail-end portion 12 of the strap. 10, there 
through. Thus, the saw teeth 24, on both sides of the 
body portion of the strap 10, and the rigid teeth 36, and 
flexible pawl-like member 38, within the head-end open 
ing 30, constitute the means, integral with the strap 10, 
for locking the respective end portions thereof in looped 
relation in accordance with the invention. 
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In the use of the improved bundling or tie-strap. 10, 
as herein described, either side or face of the strap 10, is 
placed about a bundle of insulated wire conductors C, as 
in FIG. 1, for example, and its tail-end portion 12, ex 
tended through the head-end opening 30, as shown in 
broken lines at A, to bring the bottom row of the saw 
teeth 24, into cooperable relation with the outer one of 
the oppositely disposed rigid teeth. 36, and the other 
row of the saw-teeth 24, into coactable relation with the 
flexible, pawl-like tooth 38, which flexes as the body por 
tion 16, of the strap is drawn through the head-end open 
ing 30, as shown in broken lines at B, until the looped 
portion of the strap 10, is in full contacting engagement 
with the conductor bundle C, whereupon the outer one of 
the rigid teeth 36, is brought into locking engagement 
with one of the saw-teeth 24, in the bottom row thereof 
while the flexible pawl-like tooth 38, ratchets along the 
upper row of saw-teeth 24, to hold the strap 10 taut and 
against reverse movement, during the interval that the 
aforesaid rigid tooth 36 engages the next successive saw 
tooth in the bottom row upon further movement of the 
free end portion of the strap through its head-end open 
ing 30, until the strap 10 has been finally drawn taut 
about the conductor bundle C, as shown in full lines at 
E, in FIG. 1. 
When the opposite face or side of the strap 10 is 

brought into contact or facing relation with a bundle 
of articles, the opposite or inner rigid tooth 36, in FIG. 1, 
cooperates with one of the rows of saw-teeth 24, in the 
same manner as the outer rigid tooth 36, in FIG. 1, in 
conjunction with the flexible, pawl-like tooth 38. Thus, in 
drawing the strap 10, to taut position about a bundle of 
articles, reverse movement of the looped body portion of 
the strap 10, relative to its head-end portion 14, is prevent 
ed by the step by step ratchet-like engagement of the 
flexible, pawl-like tooth 38, with the upper or active row 
of saw-teeth 24, during passage of the body portion of 
said strap through its apertured head-end portion 14, as 
in FIG.1, whereby the strap 10, is permanently locked 
in a position of final adjustment, whereupon the extend 
ed free end of its tail-end portion 12, if any, may be cut 
off if desired. - 

It is to be noted that the staggering of the respective 
rows of saw-teeth 24 along the opposite faces of the body 
portion 16, of the strap 10, as illustrated in FIG. 5, pro 
vides for the passage of only one of the saw-teeth 24 
at a time between the active one of the rigid teeth. 36, and 
the flexible pawl-like tooth 38, whereby the easier draw 
ing of the toothed body portion of the strap through the 
rectangular opening 30, in the head-end portion 14, there 
of is facilitated. 
From the foregoing, it will be clearly apparent that the 

invention provides a reversible, unitary bundling strap 
which is extremely simple in construction and operation, 
capable of minute increments of adjustment to permanent 
ly locked taut position on and about a bundle of articles, 
and in which the novel, coactable locking means integral 
with the strap, are below the level of the article engaging 
surfaces thereof whereby the surfaces of articles bound 
by the strap as well as other elements or apparatus ad 
jacent thereto are protected against abrasion and like 
injury. Moreover, the formation of the coactable lock 
ing means below the article engaging surfaces of the strap 
protects the same against damage as in the handling 
thereof. 
While the invention has been illustrated and described 

with respect to a preferred embodiment thereof, it is to 
be expressly understood that modifications may be made 
therein without departing from the inventive concept un 
derlying the same. Therefore, the invention is not to be 
limited except as is necessitated by the prior art and the 
scope of the appended claims. 
We claim: 1. A unitary plastic bundling strap adapted to be looped 
upon itself in adjustable self-locking relation comprising 
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4. 
a tail-end portion, a body portion, an enlarged head-end 
portion having a rectangular opening therein, a pair of 
rigid wedge-like members integral with said head-end por 
tion and disposed oppositely of each other and within said 
opening, each of said members having one side edge in a 
common plane running transverse to the opening, a flex 
ible pawl integral with said head-end portion and disposed 
within said opening in spaced diametrically opposite re 
lation and centrally between said wedge-like members, 
and a row of ratchet teeth formed on and extending length 
wise of the opposite faces of said body portion in staggered 
relation, said wedge-like members and said flexible pawl 
being spaced apart a distance not greater than the thick 
ness of the toothed body portion, whereby the body por 
tion is adapted to be secured about a bundle of articles 
by passing the tail-end portion through the rectangular 
opening and drawing the same so that the ratchet teeth 
freely pass between the flexible pawl and the wedge-like 
members until the strap is taut, wherein the outer of said 
wedge-like members and the flexible pawl will engage op 
posite ratchet teeth on the body portion preventing rear 
ward movement of said body portion. 

2. A unitary plastic bundling strap adapted to be looped 
upon itself in adjustable self-locking relation comprising 
a tail-end portion, a body portion of I-beam cross-section, 
an enlarged head-end portion having a rectangular opening 
therein, a pair of rigid wedge-like members integral with 
said head-end portion and disposed oppositely of each 
other and within said opening, each of said members hav 
ing one side edge in a common plane running transverse 
to the opening, a flexible pawl integral with said head-end 
portion and disposed within said opening in spaced dia 
metrically opposite relation and centrally between said 
wedge-like members, and a row of ratchet teeth formed 
on and extending lengthwise of the opposite faces of said 
body portion in staggered relation with the crown edges 
thereof being disposed below the margins of said body 
portion, said wedge-like members and said flexible pawl 
being spaced apart a distance not greater than the thick 
ness of the toothed body portion, whereby the body portion 
is adapted to be secured about a bundle of articles by 
passing the tail-end portion through the rectangular open 
ing and drawing the same so that the ratchet teeth freely 
pass between the flexible pawl and the wedge-like mem 
bers until the strap is taut, wherein the outer of said 
wedge-like members and the flexible pawl will engage op 
posite ratchet teeth on the body portion preventing rear 
ward movement of said body portion. 

3. A reversible unitary plastic bundling strap adapted 
to be looped upon itself in adjustable self-locking relation 
comprising a tapered tail-end portion, a body portion of 
I-beam cross-section, an enlarged head-end portion having 
a rectangular opening therein, a pair of rigid wedge-like 
members integral with said head-end portion and disposed 
in oppositely facing relation within said opening, each of 
said members having a common side edge running trans 
verse to the opening, a flexible pawl integral with said 
head-end portion and disposed within said opening in 
spaced diametrically opposite relation and centrally be 
tween said wedge-like members, and a row of ratchet 
teeth extending lengthwise of the opposite faces of said 
body portion in staggered relation with the crown edges 
thereof being disposed below the margins of said body por 
tion, said wedge-like members and said flexible pawl being 
spaced apart a distance not greater than the thickness of 
the toothed body portion, whereby the body portion is 
adapted to be secured about a bundle of articles by pass 
ing the tail-end portion through the rectangular opening 
and drawing the same so that the ratchet teeth freely pass 
between the flexible pawl and the wedge-like members 
until the strap is taut, wherein the outer of said wedge 
like members and the flexible pawl will engage opposite 
ratchet teeth on the body portion preventing rearward 
movement of said body portion. 

(References on following page) 
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